
Finish off the word move.

Now write the full word.

Highlight the word move in these sentences.

We had to move house.

The cat did not move.

Please move over!

Can you move your car?

Trace the word move. 
 

Find and circle the word move.

Add the word move to these sentences.

 
I had to                           to a new seat.

Can you                             the boxes?

Please                           over so I can sit down.

Clap the word move.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: move 1

Write the letters from 
the word move inside 

the boxes.

move

move

many

move

many

mind

most

most
most

move

move

move

mind

move
move
move

mo ve

e m



Find and circle the word prove. Highlight the word prove in these sentences.

I can prove it!
Let me prove it. 
Can we prove it?
Prove me wrong.

Trace the word prove.

Add the word prove to these sentences.

 

 I am not trying to                      anything.

It might                          to be useful.

We can’t                          if he is lying.

Clap the word prove.

Finish off the word prove. 

 
Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: prove 2

Write the letters 
from the word prove 

inside the boxes.

path
path

prove

prove

path

prove

prove

pass

pass poor

poor

poor

path

prove

     pr        ve

               e       p      

prove
prove
prove



Highlight the word every in these sentences.

 
I swim every day.

Search every room.

Every seat was full.

Do you run every day?

Trace the word every. 
 

Find and circle the word every.

Add the word every to these sentences.

 

                        house in the street was dark.

“I cannot carry                           bag,” said Mum.

I eat at the cafe                           night.

Clap the word every.

Finish off the word every.

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: every 3

Write the letters from 
the word every inside 

the boxes.every
every
every

ev ery

y e

every
eye

eye

any

even

even

every eye any

every
any every

even every



Write the letters 
from the word pretty 

inside the boxes.

Highlight the word pretty in these sentences.

You look pretty today.

The garden was pretty.

He found a pretty painting.

I picked a pretty flower.

Trace the word pretty. 
 

Find and circle the word pretty.

Add the word pretty to these sentences.

 

The sunset made the sky look                         .

Dad made a                      cake for my birthday. 

They sang a really                          song.

Clap the word pretty.

Finish off the word pretty.

 
Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: pretty 4

pas
s

pass

plant
pretty

pass
pretty

pass

plant

passpretty

pretty

pretty

pretty
 pr                   tty

                y p             

                              pretty
pretty
pretty



Highlight the word hour in these sentences.

It was rush hour.
It will only take an hour.

The bus was one hour late.
She woke up an hour early.

Find and circle the word hour.

Add the word hour to these sentences.

 

      The lesson is one                            long.

Malta is one                         ahead of the UK.

Sofia was half an                          late.

Clap the word hour.

Finish off the word hour.

Now write the full word.

Common Exception Word Activity Mat: hour 5

Write the letters from 
the word hour inside the 

boxes.

hour

hold

hour

here

hour

hold

hour
half

hold

here

hour

half

half

Trace the word hour. 
 hour

hour
hour

     ho             ur

              r      h


